
App4Legal.v8.16 Release Notes

Important highlights from this release

Minor Bugs & Minor Improvements.

Issue 
Type

Issue 
Key

Summary Description

Improve
ment

A4L-
8838

Implement the new Email Template for all Emails 
Content in Core

The Email templates have been revamped

Improve
ment

A4L-
8833

The administrator could override privacy settings

Improve
ment

A4L-
8696

The Order of User Group List in the settings has 
been revamped and organized 

Improve
ment

A4L-
8594

Profitability report The user can add a new column in the invoice grid showing the billable amount for the 
matters per invoice.

Improve
ment

A4L-
8589

Reminder Type The type for the reminder is "System Reminder" by default now.

Bug A4L-
8894

Approval center order has been enhanced if the approval center is embedded from administration, the approver order checkbox must be 
checked in the edit approvers form

The approval label is not a mandatory field now in the approval center administration

Bug A4L-
8314

Error message does not appear on the level of 
licenses and waivers when adding a valid date

Bug A4L-
8249

The same filter name cannot be added in 
companies/persons/Hearings grid

All filter names are unique , except for default filters, they can be added again only once , and 
the second time they show that they already exist. (Recording added)

Occurs in:

 * Companies

 * Persons

 * Hearings

Bug A4L-
8248

In the advanced search, the "Start with" and "end 
with" options are not showing correct results

In Advanced Filter, "starts with" and "ends with" options show the same results, and show 
results of all values where the searched characters exists, not just at the start or end.

Occurs in:

 * Tasks

 * Litigation Cases

 * Corporate Matters

 * Matter Containers

 * Persons

 * Companies

 * Hearings

 * Company assets

 * Manage Advisors

Bug A4L-
7963

Error when uploading a word document reproducible on windows environment (IIS and MSSQL)
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